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Car assist app

Whether it's a daily commute to or at random, your iPhone can help you drive, park and break away from passengers' boredom. Here are our suggestions for the best iPhone apps when you're on the go. Note: To explore the reverse side of the mobile operating system, check out the best Android apps for
your car. Taking Android together for your daily trips or occasional car trips can make travel a lot ... Read moreMasca / O Media can get commissionYing your built-in iPhone Maps app can be hard to beat. It's free, it's simple, and the job's done. Through Maps you can get directions for driving, walking
and public transport. You have access to a map, satellite and street view. While it's not the same turn-by-turn phenomenon that's packaged in Android, it gets you where you need to go and also works pretty well as a replacement for (figurative) yellow pages. Although I've tested several different turn-by-
turn navigation apps, I always feel like I'm going back to Maps. It's just easy to use and works. [Preinstalled] MapQuest 4 MobileIf you need vocal help in your navigation, you can pay a lot for great GPS applications. (We've always had an affinity for Navigon on the premium side.) If you do not want to a
poni, though, MapQuest 4 Mobile is free and does a pretty nice job. Of course, you can choose to pay for a slightly more refined option, such as a MotionX GPS drive, or something more social, like Waze, but MapQuest 4 Mobile is a great solution for navigating a turn-by-turn on your iPhone. It's simple
and simple, but it's not without features. The app will allow you to find interesting places and nearby places, as well as save destinations for later reuse. [iTunes App Store] Gas BuddyGas Buddy will help you find the cheapest, closest gas stations based on a set of criteria you provide. As long as he's very
uniting, Gaz Buddy is very good at what he does. If you're looking for a certain class or even need to find a diesel station, Gas Buddy will help you sort your options and round them up based on what's more important to you - price or proximity. When you find a gas station you want, Gaz Buddy can give
you directions. Gas Buddy will set you back $2.99, but it can pay for itself after one or two trips to fill your tank. [iTunes App Store] To beat traffic every time I travel to Los Angeles, there's at least one incident on the way. This makes bad traffic and that's where Beat The Traffic appears. Beat the range of
traffic from all kinds of traffic problems and allows you to find the best route to take. You saved me from a couple of times on the freeway, and it's completely free. [iTunes App Store] G-ParkParking many and constructions can also be labyrinths. If you have ever been subjected to Either way, chances are
you've lost track of your car. G-Park does not rely on just one method to help you remember. First, it allows you to mark the position of gps. Secondly, you can take a picture of the visual memory. Third, you can specify the level code and parking, so you can be absolutely sure where you left your car
before you left. For 99 cents, it can help you stay healthy after your next trip to Disneyland. [iTunes App Store] Pandora RadioA long drive gets boring pretty quickly without a little music, and your tired old playlists can't always cut it off. Popular Pandora radio helps you discover new music based on music
you already like, runs in the background (for iOS 4 users) so you don't interrupt your turn-by-turn navigation and use for free (although you can pay for extra features). If you're looking for something new to listen to while driving, Pandora is a good way to find some alternatives. [iTunes App Store] Do you
have an app you rely on to where you're going or otherwise make your car easier? Let's hear it in the comments. A smartphone or tablet loaded with the right apps can help a person do more, stay healthy, relax and save money. Here's a new list of apps that use more than a dozen high-dose apps they
use every day. We are obsessed with automation in Haven and the Bill.com is a complete game changer. I approved every payment for our three places in the world Bill.com a website, which was difficult because of my hefty travel schedule. Once the app was released, all of our approval chains were
automated to ensure that all of our partners were paid on time. Matthew Tillman, founder and CEO of Haven, a logistics technology company that enables the global merchandise tradeI wrote information notes about executive meetings. Now with Accompany, I automatically get every person's bio every
morning downloaded from my calendar, often with additional information and articles outside my LinkedIn account. Convenience is amazing as an executive, but it's also the focus of the relationship and the further insights that are valuable to conversations. --Ryan Smith, founder and chief executive of
FTSY (Footsy), an artificial intelligence platform for matching people to bootIn a desire to be careful and use the power of my subconscious, I had to defuse my life so I could see the way forward. [This app] helps in that it is conscious and practices the art of meditation ... Instead of looking for news
articles and scrolling through the news, I find the best way to stay at my game is to be careful and be present. This app allowed me to listen to his meditations in the middle of chaos and I still feel really relaxed. --Janice Taylor, founder and CEO of Mazu, a social media village built on core values, safety,
and selects content for families The expansion of boomerang chromium is a life-saving life on my mailbox. This allows me to maintain incoming zero and common sense. When a boomerang is sent an email, you can choose when to return to your inbox. So I boomerang emails that do not require my
immediate attention or emails to which I have responded and require the other person to respond. It's day to day and must also be part of any arsenal of trader's tools. --Derrick Fung, CEO of Drop, a millennial-focused rewards program that allows users to accumulate points while shopping for their
favorite brandsPart of my job is to have an in-depth look at real-time trends affecting technology, business and retail space. With a seemingly endless number of breaking news, I'm counting on Phoebe to give me a second thought. Whether it's an early morning workout, lunch break, or commute, I use the
app throughout the day to update on the latest stories. I spend a lot of my time in front of a computer or some device, said Michael Parish Dudell, a millennial expert and chief strategy officer. I travel often, so apps like Kayak and Open Table play a big role in my life. Apps play a big role in keeping healthy,
too, including maintaining and even improving cognitive function. For this purpose, I use BrainHQ and peak. I also use Nutrino to keep an following on my meal. The most important app I use every day is the app that supports Oura Ring, which I use to monitor activity levels and sleep quality. --Avram
Miller, former corporate vice president of business development at Intel, co-founder of Intel Capital, and current vice president of the board of Sommetrics, a company that develops products and services aimed at improving health and well-being by improving sleep qualityPodcasts are one of my favorite
ways to stay connected both professionally and personally to issues of interest to me. It's hands-down the best Android podcast app I've found. --Div Bhani, TB of marketing at AccountantsWorld, cloud solutions provider for accountantsI use LinkedIn every day. This gives me the perfect balance of
relevant content, an insight into who the thoughtful people in and around my industry are and a means of connecting. The most important decisions I make are about people and putting together the right team, and as far as I'm concerned, there's no better resource for that than LinkedIn. - Mark
Borzhukowski, CEO of Vector Media, an innovative out-of-home media company specializing in wide-format transit advertising, traditional out-of-home (OOH) media and the creation of interactive brand experienceThe TunnelBear interface and services are great for travel. Connection speed is better than



most VPNs I've tried and there's always a connection point near my location. At about $60 a year, it's not cheap, but they have a free version for low traffic users. --Matthew Tillman, founder and CEO of Haven, a logistics technology company that enables global merchandise tradingIt's just a great
notebook that I can open anywhere. It doesn't matter Crazy job or home gets that it's nice just to have a simple notebook that has all my professional and personal assignments in one place. I used all possible applications and services for tasks, but I found the best solutions in life are simple. --Clarence
Friedman, founder and CEO of Adeo Health Science, manufacturer of Inspired Start, baby food introduce eight of the most common allergens (peanuts, egg, tree nuts, soybeans, wheat, sesame, shrimp and cod)Whether in friends place or evening, you always hear the music you like and want to know
what it is. Yes, shasam. You want to play a song you like in Shasam? Link your Spotify or Soundcloud account. I was in Mykonos for a week this summer and came home with tons of music That I heard, just to be Shazam'ing the songs I loved to listen to. --Chris Molnar, chief executive and creative of
Goodlife Apparel, premium merchandise and lifestyle brand for men, providing luxury goodsGoogle's Drive app is absolutely necessary for any entrepreneur - it's great. I can access every aspect of my business from it, collaborate on documents/spreadsheets and send contracts. This is the perfect app if
you don't want to be tied to the office ever! --George Vrabeck, president of ActionArmor, a natural product developed to support brain protection by preparing young brains in advance any form of head trauma with a special focus on concussion Uber is my go-to app when traveling for work, vacation with
family or when my wife and I want to go on a date night. Uber really closed the gap and made it convenient for me and my family when we need a car service right away. This technology makes point A to point B simple and easy, without hassle of refusing a taxi. --Vito Pagano, CEO of GettinLocal, a
mobile platform designed to support business in local communities and enable businesses of all sizes to compete in a visible and dynamic mobile marketJob is needed to hide articles, both business and personal, that I want to read but do not have time for at the moment. Also, I love that it easily syncs on
all your devices. --Ray Wu, CEO and founder of Wynd, DisneyNow's personal space air purifier is irreplaceable because it keeps my kids entertained and happy, and happy kids do for a happy (and more productive) dad. They watch their favorite shows on any device - most often our iPad and Apple TV.
That's admirable because of Disney's animations, transitions and extra touches in it - small details that stand out from other entertainment apps. --Eric N. Shapiro, founder and CEO of ArcTouch, an app design and development studio Won't earn points of originality for this one, but LinkedIn is easily the
most powerful business app on my phone--its-specifically InMail. When I was asked about her success in creating Nasty Gal, I once heard Sophia Aluso say she was a beast on LinkedIn. If she needs to know anything, she'll look for the person on LinkedIn and just ask. That's exactly my approach. If I
mean throwing or asking, my first tactic is to use LinkedIn to the right person and let him inMail. I would say that 80% of the time, I get a useful response within a day of sending the message. --P.J. Worsfold, head of product for FTSY FTSY artificial intelligence platform to match people with shoes that fitI
spend about 40 percent of my year traveling and still has a better app than TripIt. Automatically captures routes sent to my email and notifies me of changes to my flight schedule. Features like finding places and alternative flights are great for last-minute appointments. After many years, there is still no
better application in the market for frequent travelers.--Matthew Tillman, founder and CEO of Haven, a logistics technology company that enables global merchandise trading
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